The basic purpose of this work was to suggest universal quantitative description of ergodic system intermediate bifurcation and obligatory conditions of this transition. Conditions for existence of phase state and first order phase transition were introduced in terms of energy balance for system volume unit. Extended Fokker -Plank equation with time dependent diffusion factor was formulated. It turned out that for ergodic system with fixed boundary quantized energy spectrum of phase stable states exists. Obtained results may be applied for prediction of ergodic system behavior. If isolation condition is satisfied, phase spectrum quantization allows selecting proper control parameters for system stabilization. Information about current system coarsened energy allows predicting of future stochastic system behavior on the basis of extended Fokker -Plank model.
Introduction
Evolution of stochastic system under defined control parameter set is basic question of synergetic science. It is connected with problem of statistical description of self organization, i.e. description in terms of distribution density evolution. Stochastic system evolution may be represented as consequence of phase states and phase transitions if using terms of statistical thermodynamics. Let's generalize these terms for an arbitrary ergodic stochastic system (ES system). If we designate ε + and ε -for energy input and output per system volume mass, then energy balance condition can be formulated in the following way: 
Here  i  is positive Lyapunov factor for i direction of phase space and )) ( ln( t Г S   is Gibbs entropy in considered physical space. Time averaging is designated as < >. Thus instability corresponds to existence of positive dynamic entropy h > 0 and irreversibility condition 0  S  which means that bifurcation is obligatorily irreversible process. Scheme of ES -system first order phase transition may be represented by following set of chains:
Here  and  show finite increase and decrease of corresponding parameter for
Initial condition of system corresponds to 1 ) ( 0  t R . As it follows from set (3) -(6) positive feedback for input/output energy mechanisms is compulsory condition for phase transition.
Without loss of generality it can be represented in the following way:
Let us give an illustrative example of hydrodynamic intermediate bifurcation. Then input/output energy mechanisms are provided by flow inertial forces and by viscous dissipation correspondingly. Reynolds number Re plays role of basic phase parameter in this case and is given below:
Here l is spatial scale of system, 0 u is velocity of energy source (input flow) which is assumed to be constant in this example. 
Here p, T describes static pressure and temperature of fluid correspondingly while integer j is exited limit cycle number. 
First order phase transition chain, corresponding to case (9) is given below:
In this problem p, T, l and 0 u are external parameters of system, while ) (t D is internal one. In such a way first order phase transition is type of system adaptation to changed external conditions. Now we can list obtained properties of ES system intermediate bifurcation (phase transition). They are: a) growth of system physical phase volume; b) irreversibility; c) instability and positive dynamic entropy; d) external/internal parametric set change. Let' define distribution density (DD) transformation for of N dynamic variables, characterized by dynamic
Then DD transformation follows from irreversibility property (2) .
The purpose of current work is to find completed set of characteristic parameters for intermediate bifurcation states and to suggest universal type of its numerical description.
Intermediate bifurcation genesis
For understanding of the bifurcation mechanism let's represent ES system as graph, consisting of L elementary nodes that are united by links [2] . The topological structure of the graph then can be described by an L x L coupling matrix
. In the case of undirected and unweighted links the adjacency matrix can be transformed to symmetric and Boolean:
In general case statistical condition of ES -graph can be characterized by coupling distribution function N ({K}, t), where K is number of certain type links per one node and N is corresponding number of nodes that meet specified type. Prevalence types of nodes are then defined by N ({K}, t) superior values. As it was shown in [3] qualitative change of system topological structure (bifurcation) is followed by prevalence types set transition. Let's look at homogeneous graph with equivalent generalized mass of nodes, used as elementary mass. It could be obtained from arbitrary graph by dividing it into elementary mass nodes. We may introduce characteristic probability density P ( )
is zero coupling matrix then M=L•k, where k is number of freedom degree for each node. Specific distribution for j momentum component ) (t p j can be represented in the following way:
x d x p P dp dp dp dp dp p P ) , ( ... ... ) (  p x -ES -system phase space:
Let's designate elementary disturbance of node j component of velocity u j as δu j . Then primary development of instability can be described by equation (14):
Here θ is increment of harmonic disturbance instability and m is generalized mass of node used as parameter of interaction measure. If 0   t then we can represent momentum balance equation of one node using first order of perturbation theory: With account of this remark conversion of (15) allows obtaining Landau resonance mechanism of wave -particle interaction [5] generalized for arbitrary nature of influence force: . We may describe transition of energy between nodes and primary excitation by corpuscular model. One omits to look at given transition as at interaction between particles (nodes) and quasi particles of elementary oscillation (phonons). Scheme of energy transition for arbitrary specific distribution is illustrated by Fig.1 a) . Here   Fig.1 b) , where double links of nodes designate mutual energy transition, while directed link corresponds to input
Topological characteristics of intermediate bifurcation
It was set above that macroscopic state and intermediate bifurcation state may be characterized by basic phase parameter and corresponding specific energy (for phase state )
However in certain problems necessity to distinguish statistical and topological configurations of given state may occur. One of these problems is definition of certain state stability through analysis of system topological configuration. In these cases we have to describe splitting of macroscopic state by topological description methods. Multifractal Renyi vector represents infinite set of multifractal system characteristics [6] . It is used in case when non uniform space density distribution of nodes exists and monofractal characteristic (Minkovsky dimension, Hausdorff dimension) is not enough for split states description. Let's define physical sense of this characteristic. We may divide phase space of ES system into cubic elements with equal edge length ε. Then probability of one node location inside m elementary cell is ) ( ( is merely statistic weight of m element in q probability space. Space averaged probability of q cell occupation can be given by following expression:
Here statistic sum Z (q, ε) is topological factor for ES -system with constant number of nodes in q probability space. Although 0   is used in generalized definition of probability it can't be realized in physical measurements due to quantum uncertainty and finite measuring resolution. Below we will speak about physical description where 0   will be replaced by min    . We will limit out definition of Renyi vector by physical case of
Then it could be represented in the following way:
Renyi vector has infinite number of components in general case and defines dimension set of multifractal. One represents system that exists independently in Euclidean phase spaces having 
Extended FPK equation: justification and scope.
One of possible methods used for state transition description of ES system is Fokker Plank model modified by Andrey Kolmogorov [8] . In this model set of dynamic restrictions utilized for obtaining basic equation of transport from Chapman Kolmogorov equation [7] : 
R4. Initial distribution density is defined by Dirac delta function: 
Let's define specific energy of ES -system and formulate it in terms of second transport factor. Under conditions of given physical description specific energy may be formulated in the following way:
Second transport factor then may be expressed through specific energy: 
At the same time derivative of probability ) , ' ( t x P can be represented, using Chapman Kolmogorov equation (20) with account of R4 restriction [7] :
is transitional probability and ) , ' ( t x P is calculated as one for Markov process.
After substitution of (27) into (28) we can derive extended FPK equation for general case (29). Statistical weight of initial state x is defined by transition
Abnormal transport equation: justification and application to Hurst analysis
Normal transport equation is not valid for transitional system states and abnormal transport equation (31) has to be used. As one of consequences it allows to define system transport in vicinity of phase regular trajectories. This quasi regular system states occurs in singular zones [8] . In fact motion in these areas is neither regular nor random; it is influenced by set of regular trajectories [8] . 
. It allows representing extended FPK equation in the following way:
Here and  are constant coefficients:
based on its effectiveness in description of certain numerical models of singular motion. However fractal FPK equation is artificial utility method having no generalized physical justification. Differential replacement
, in fact changes dimension of spacetime continuum and introduces its fractal generalized alternatives  and  . Transport consequence of (32) can be represented then in the following way [9] : 
. This expression coincides with (33) for     . Application of renormalization group's method for (32) has shown [10] that  factor can be expressed through space and time increments l  and t  :
. Corresponding increments are defined by (34) relations set.
Here Poincare map is applied for formulation of considered increments. They are expressed through characteristic space scale of Poincare section i l and time period i T for two consequent iterations i and 1  i . We should notice that time independence for given increments is realized only in vicinity of periodic cycle (regular trajectory). This property introduces additional limitation for application of fractional FPK equation approach.
Abnormal transport equation may be applied for refinement and justification of empirical stability analysis methods. One of them is analysis suggested by Harold Edwin Hurst -i.e. Hurst RS analysis [11] . Let's represent time averaged second transport factor in the following way:
Top underlining here means time averaging. Transport equation is then modified to given expression: 
If we define range as
then (37) may be reduced to given relation: 
. Modification of (38) then gives simplified equation:
is Hurst factor, used in RS analysis of process stability [11] . Statistical analysis made by Hurst has shown that
) indicate unstable and stable process correspondingly. Unstable process is also defined as process with memory and process with positive correlation. With account of power law for ) ( ' ' t D expression, corresponding second transport factor can be represented in form of relation (41).
 
Second transport factor may be defined as generalized diffusion of stochastic process. Then stability of system state 0 x (attraction state) corresponds to damping diffusion
defines unstable 0 x system state (repellor state) which corresponds to rising diffusion:
Phase spectrum of FPK system with fixed boundary
Let us represent equation (29) for ES -system with fixed boundary: 
Existence of non zero value of ) ( ' t x t is valid if we consider not trivial phase state spectrum:
Let's consider ES -system that satisfies extended FPK equation -EFPK system. One exists in parametric area where R1-R6 restrictions are valid. For phase state const t x  ) , ' (  and coarsened energy may be represented in the following way:
Restriction R4 allows to neglect initial coordinate in probability density distribution and make the substitution
. Then normalization condition then leads to equality of coarsened and specific energy in (43):
Thus condition for pure macroscopic phase state existence may be represented in the following way: 
We may remark that for R1 restriction
function. This condition is equal to asymptotic equation
and Slutsky's criterion of ergodic system is satisfied:
simplified FPK equation of phase state has form of uniform linear diffusion equation and may be written in the following way:
Solution will be searched in the form of Fourier expansion series which satisfies boundary condition and initial state )
Time variable is represented as parameter here.
In (47) and (48) for general case we have infinite number of modes:
. According to theorem of solution uniqueness we may consider this general form of solution as complete solution if one exists. Substitution expansion series (47) into equation (46) gives following modification:
Satisfaction of equation (49) is valid for arbitrary
Solution of this equation may be searched in relation to ) (t c j (51) and B (52).
2 ) (
Here A is arbitrary constant. Corresponding solutions of equation (46) may be written then in the following way: 
Constant coefficients 0 j с may be obtained formally from relation (48).
Normalization condition for ) , ' ( 2 t x P and its nonnegativity condition are represented by expressions (55) and (56):
Realization of relation (55) 
In (57) and (58) designation for time
with k is integer number is introduced.
Let's consider second transport factor (52) with account of expression given for ) (t c j :
We will obtain discrete set of values
. Then range of energy and energy quantum will be represented by expressions (59) and (60) correspondingly:
For   j spectrum tends to continuous form and energetic states density can be defined:
Spectrum of energetic states includes trivial solution for system condensed state of It was shown in Paragraph 3 that each not trivial macroscopic state is characterized by j number and correspondent microscopic spectrum:
According to ergodic property of stochastic system it can be defined with time averaging over 
is differential after phase space conversion. Then modified dimensionality of phase
corresponds to microscopic state conversion. We should remark individual case of not elementary particle which has finite size, characterized by uncertainty parameters 1  and 2  for two dimensions cell (Fig.2) . Then additional class of microscopic states has to be taken into account: shifted microscopic states, when particle partial occupation of neighbor cells takes place (Fig.2) . In this case q is fractional number. 
. We make emphasis that in general case phase space mesh may have adaptive structure, i.e. its resolution depends in certain time and space parameters.
If restriction R4 is satisfied then second transport factor ) , (
' t x B j j is expressed through specific energy and given time resolution:
Here space averaging is replaced by phase space averaging according to stochastic property of system (R1 restriction, relation (45)). Then equation (29) can be modified for extended phase space where only not shifted system states are considered: 
Basic results
 Problem of statistical description of self organization ergodic system was formulated;  Conditions for existence of phase state and first order phase transition were introduced in terms of energy balance for volume unit of stochastic system. Second order phase transition was formulated on the basis of Reniy dimension spectrum;  It was shown that cluster -attractors are responsible for growth of novel phase state in volume of stochastic graph. Conditions of given growth were formulated;  Extended FPK equation with time dependent diffusion factor was obtained. Linear relation between diffusion factor coarsened specific energy was stated;  We came to conclusion that abnormal transport equation obtained from extended FPK model successfully can describe states of intermediate bifurcation and phase system states;  Connection between Hurst factor and diffusion factor of dynamic system is shown in relation to analysis of system state stability;  ES -system with fixed boundary was considered with use of extended FPK model. Quantized energy spectrum was obtained for phase states of system. It was shown that it tends to continuous form for high energies;  General solution of extended FPK model for arbitrary physical system is given.
Discussion
Obtained results may be applied for prediction of stochastic system behavior under given EFPK model limitations. Quantized energy spectrum of isolated system allows achieving parameters of system corresponding to stable phase states while stability analysis may be realized on the basis of measured averaged energy of system. Mechanism of cluster -attractors given in this work gives possibility for creation of programmed system phase states.
